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Digital Media Support Options
for Woman This Month
WOMAN THIS MONTH is for the women in
Bahrain who enjoy a cosmopolitan and
luxurious lifestyle, but who are also proactive,
cultured and care about the community in
which they live.
FIRST WOMEN’S MAGAZINE IN BAHRAIN
Woman This Month (WTM) was the first
women’s magazine to be launched in the
Kingdom. Our research continually
demonstrates a very loyal readership from
local and expatriate women. Some of them
have even grown with our publication as our
editorial line fits their interests according to
the changes in their lives.
WTM REACH
Woman This Month is committed to informing,
educating, entertaining and empowering
women. Your brand can reach out to this
audience and be an integral part of WTM’s
readers’ lives. Our target audience is women
and we are the most-read women’s magazine
in the Kingdom (IPSOS) and the only audited
publication for this segment (BPA January June 2016 — 6,604 readers).
DEFINED DEMOGRAPHIC
Our research has identified two distinct
readership groups; a younger audience (early
twenties to early thirties) whose primary
interest is in fashion and beauty, and a more
mature segment (late twenties to early forties)
with a more broad-based demand for
information on issues important to women
and the family.
PURCHASING POWER
Our readers are typically middle-to-highincome earners in their own right, or from
households with high disposable incomes.
Women have the primary say when it comes
to purchasing goods and services for the
home. They are also the ones that take the
final decision on more than 75 per cent of
household retail purchases.
PUBLISHER’S DATA
Woman This Month ranks within the top three
most-read magazines within the Kingdom,
based upon the latest analysis from IPSOS.
This survey also reveals Woman This Month
to be the most widely read magazine by
women in Bahrain. Our current print run is
7,800 copies, with a monthly readership in
excess of 40,000.

Woman This Month has introduced an integrated digital and social media support facility
for those advertisers engaged in print advertising in WTM. Rather than choose between
print and digital promotional offerings, WTM provides you with an integrated solution of
professionally produced, editorially effective content (in print) combined with effective
digital proliferation.
In order to provide advertisers with the best promotional tool available, thereby ensuring
our online and offline audience fans benefit from as smooth and seamless a user
experience as possible, we have launched interactive web applications for both Woman
This Month and Bahrain This Month.
Our new state-of-the-art digital platforms offer advertisers an innovative way to express
their brand story and buyers’ journey experience on smartphones, tablet pcs and
desktops in a user-friendly, responsive environment. The web is a rapidly evolving space
and it’s extremely important for marketers to keep up to date with new technologies and
trends enabling them to effectively communicate with customers.
WTM web exposure can help advertisers achieve this goal. WTM’s digital platform will
help brands link their message directly to customers and prospective clients with the
overall objective of creating stronger, more valuable engagements online.

Salient Features of WTM
Social Media Support
1. Brand Awareness Exercises: Promotional posts, brand-related updates, product
reviews/brand stories in the form of video content and infographics will be posted to
share the brand updates to the online audience. We can provide promotional posts during
the advertising duration, each month featuring a new brand update relevant to your
current marketing campaign.
2. Custom Campaigns: We can create special social media packages exclusively for
WTM’s online audience e.g. offering discounts to users of WTM, based on their
engagement with the brand. The offers should be unique to RHM titles and the audience
generated by such campaigns.
3. Competitions: Competitions that talk about the brand, trigger an action like voting for
your favourite product, service or exclusive merchandise. Giveaway vouchers or prizes
can be distributed to select users for their content sharing/engagement activities.
Please note: Logistics of all the above points to be discussed with you prior to the
execution of the plan.
We can also design, curate and create content for sharing and engagement purposes at
additional cost. The above approach is designed to significantly contribute to your ‘brand
buzz’, brand recall and help create brand-loyal customers for your company. We believe
print and online promotion go hand-in-hand and together will certainly enhance the
brand image.
Do let us know your interest in looking at the social media promotion of your brand on
our media pages by supporting us with your valuable gift coupons, giveaways and
discount vouchers.

Online exposure for WTM as of 30 November 2017

Over 45,000 followers

Over 3,000 followers Over 1,500 followers

EDITORIAL PILLARS
FASHION | get the look

HOLIDAY DRESS

SHOPPING/FASHION
These sections are packed with
information about all the latest
fashions and trends, from store
openings to new brands, designers
and models. We trend forecast, as
well as trend set and analyse
everything that comes down the
runway. The images are colourful,
the text is rich with opinion and
wit, and the fashion selections
are unparalleled.

FASHION | get the look

Bella pierced earrings,
Swarovski
17 179-646.

Christmas decorations
in the stores are telling
us that the holidays are
around the corner. It means
just
it’s time to get your wardr
celebrations that come
obe ready for the
along at this time of the
year. Say yes to the dress
into the season’s mood!
to get

Dusty pink scarf,
M&Co
17 582-110.

Sparkly bow earrings,
H&M
17 110-350,

Star bracelet,
Marc Jacobs at
marcjacobs.com

Lacquered stud
earrings,
Tory Burch
17 179-560.

Camel trench coat,
Weill at
weill.com
Artist Rouge Creme
red lipstick,
Make Up For Ever
17 580-300.

Mulberry AW 2017

Gold Choupette
pendant bracelet,
Karl Lagerfeld at
karl.com

Green layered
dress, Mulberry at
Saks Fifth Avenue
17 172-000.

Printed shift
dress
Desigual at
desigual.com

Metallic clutch,
Dune London
16 686-215.
Black tights,
Hush at
hush-uk.com

Bird embroidered wallet,
Mulberry at
Saks Fifth Avenue
17 172-000.

Queen Maxima of the Netherlan
ds

Military green tote,
Marc Jacobs at Saks
Fifth Avenue
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Black pom-pom leather
boots, MICHAEL Michaelankle
Kors
17 178-630.

Regent safety pin loafer
coriander
croc print, Mulberry at
Saks Fifth
Avenue 17 172-000.

Family Get-together

Amal Clooney
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Burgundy sheer dress,
Marks & Spencer
17 211-309.

Royal blue
mule,
Dune London
16 686-215

17 172-000.

A shift dress might be
the best option for casual
festivities. Its simple
cut serves all body types,
and it’s great for those
of us with a thick waist.
The secret here is to
pick one that gives you
a
good fit at the bust and
shoulders and grazes
your
body as it falls. The
fabric plays a big role,
so avoid
thin or too-flexible types.
To make this style more
attractive, choose a
colourful print and pair
it with
bold accessories. A scarf
will
you warm if you’re spendin be enough to keep
g this joyful season on
the island.

Work Function

Grand Celebration

A shift dress would also
work here, but if you’re
something a bit more
looking for
elegant, choose a sheer
mid-dress.
Red is the perfect pick
for this time of year,
and to up the
fashion stakes, go for
a burgundy number.
Team it up with
a camel trench coat
and classic high heels
for a traditional
take and add some pizzazz
with golden and carmine
accessories. The embroi
s
| new
dered
UTY
wallet
shows
BEA
that this lady
also knows how to have
some fun. Keep in mind
that one
funky piece can boost
any look.

www.womanthismonth.c

om

If the occasion warran
ts, you can always go
for a long gown
and minimal comple
ments. However, if you
are looking
for a daring and party-t
hemed garment, this
layered green
‘Christmas tree’ dress
is just the job. It might
not be
flattering to all body
types, but it will certain
ly get you into
a seasonal mood. Black
and silver add-ons and
a bright red
lipstick will add the
final touch to an unforge
ttable outfit.
You can also opt for
gold accessories – anythin
g metallic is a
trendy choice.

www.womanthismonth.c

om
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stick
its first foundation
. Nars introduces smooth, soft-matte
Foundation Stick
instantly
ce use to onNars Velvet Matte s with a formula that provides
finish. From full-fa er, a latexavailable in 20 shadenot dry, streak or leave a cakey
able Touch-Up Blend
perfection and does effortless contouring, its remov it across skin for a natural
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PEOPLE/INTERVIEWS
We are dedicated to profiling
the region’s most influential,
hard-working and highachieving women, providing
others with inspiration. We
offer an insightful look at the
lives of those women who
have sought to go beyond
words and put their ideas
into action.
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BEAUTY
We bring you the latest products
in the market and test some of
them providing our readers with
useful advice on how best to
use them and where to find
them. The section covers
fragrances, make-up, skin- and
hair-care products. We also
feature beauty reviews from
spas and salons and advice
on how to achieve your
favourite celebrity looks.
51
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High and Dry in Houston

US in
five years before heading back to the
Linda Brown-Hague lived in Bahrain for
ce of
of Houston, Texas. She shares her experien
October 2015 to set up home in a suburb
Harvey.
e
the devastating Hurrican

you
What brought you to Bahrain, how did
spend your time here?
My husband, John Hague, is an SVP for Aspen
for
MENA
up
set
to
came
He
Inc.
,
Technologies
company. I had a weekly game of mahjong

What was your experience of Harvey?
You start off feeling prepared and know you
are as prepared as you can be. We happened
to have our friends Mark and Diana Hardaker
visiting from Bahrain. They were in the US
e eclipse and making stops to visit their

the
turned on the television, we started seeing
of
devastation and the heart-breaking images
water
people leaving their homes in waist-high
to evacuate. People using blow-up mattresses
to help the elderly and children evacuate.
Seeing police boats unable to continue with
of
evacuating people because they'd run out
cans
gas and the community showing up with
of gas to help.
extremely
was
devastation
and
The loss
emotional and seeing the amount of people
that rallied to help people they didn't
know, regardless of race, religion, economic
at
differences.... it didn't matter, humanity
its finest!
The loss of life, displaced animals, separated
families — heart-breaking.
Then you start getting the calls from people
that you know and your loved ones who are
and
in dire situations. Our handyman, his wife
their three children, ages 10, three and two,
r.

then
items and helping first responders, it was
that I stopped crying. But there is the guilt
high
that lingers that my house is, as we say,
and dry.

to
another to find donations for people and
help people get their belongings out of their
homes to the curbside for rubbish pick-up.
Many of your friends here in Bahrain will

TRAVEL/FOOD
We uncover different places around the globe giving essential information on the country or
theme in question. Our food pages review restaurants on the island and, each month, we
include a recipe from a chef at one of the Kingdom’s favourite restaurants so our readers
have the chance to reproduce it at home.
LIFESTYLE | food
LIFESTYLE | travel
Sleep in an igloo under the stars

at Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort.

CHEF’S SPECIAL

al favourite.

Get ready to create a season

Explore the city on a traditional tram.

experience, don't
For a somewhat other worldy religious
rock church.
miss seeing Temppeliaukio the

g followed
If you're feeling brave, try ice swimmin
into a steam pool.

almost
HEAD TO this northern land of
ular
200,000 lakes to spot some spectac
has a 100
wildlife. Responsibletravel.com
raphy
per cent success rate on photog
expeditions to capture the elusive
get your
wolverine and can also help you
bear,
eyes on reindeer, moose, brown
marten,
pool – Yrjönkatu
wolf, osprey, Arctic fox, pine
Take a dip in Finland's oldest public
hundreds
sessions at which
beaver, black woodpecker and
Swimming Hall. There are single-sex
ic
swimwear is optional.
other endangered, rare or endemFEAT
,
forests URE | gift gui
of rock. The
out
species throughout Finland’s
hewn
de
and
round
underg
ds.
ning culinary scene
bogs, moorlands and Arctic highlan
capital, city also has a burgeo
and
Warm up with a few days in the
cooking schools, food trucks
with
,
nlinna
Suome
to
favourite
Helsinki. Hop on a ferry
Michelin stars. Shopping is a
across
And
sports.
r
a giant maritime fortress spread
outdoo
ide
alongs
e,
pastim
ng
age of
seven islands. Check out the sparkli
visit in summer to take advant
ral and
whitewashed Helsinki Cathed
fe in the midnight sun.
nightli
partly
that’s
Temppeliaukio, a church
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by spotting the majestic and elusive

ation
hef Holger Lang brings a combin
coupled
of 20-plus years of experience
role at this
with family inspiration to his
popular hotel.
has been
Born in Germany, chef Holger
Seef
executive chef at Swiss-Belhotel
2014.
March
since
Bahrain
y and
He started his career in German
l before
worked in Switzerland and Portuga
as
moving to Saudi Arabia in 2000
Hotel
n
Sherato
the
at
chef
sous
executive
and Villas Jeddah. He later joined
Russia, and
Kempinski in St Petersburg,
g team for
was part of the group’s openin
a, Slovenia
properties in Greece, Slovaki
to the
and Bulgaria before returning
audacious
Middle East to offer a new and
of Swissguests
the
to
nce
experie
y
culinar
Belhotel Seef Bahrain.
Master Craft
Chef Holger holds a Kitchen
Rotenberg,
Degree from the Hotel College
experience has
Germany and his worldwide
of French,
given him a good knowledge
and Oriental
Italian, Mediterranean, Asian
being
cuisines, with his favourites
Mediterranean and seafood.
by my father
He says: “I was first inspired
the one
in my childhood as he was usually
the
At
family.
whole
the
cooking for
g him because
beginning I was only watchin
up helping
I was intrigued and later I ended

starred dining experience.

Check out Demo for a Michelin-

wolverine.

Deck the

halls, ha

INGREDIENTS (serves 12)
• 300g butter
• 240g flour
• 150g icing sugar
• 150g crystalised sugar
• 60g raisins
• 4 egg yolks
• 4 egg whites
• Vanilla sugar
• Finely chopped lemon peel
• Flour and sugar for the pan
• Icing sugar to sprinkle

C

Christmas
Wrappin g

FEATURES
Every month we explore a
relevant theme, from
wedding specials to our
health guide.
Get some serious bragging rights

of the most
Gugelhupf (or kugelhopf) is one
a classic
popular Austrian desserts, and
breakfasts,
for afternoon teas and Sunday
houses.
at home or in Vienna’s coffee
or
Essentially, gugelhupf is a yeast
r highsponge cake baked in a peculia
in the
creased cake tin with a tube
sprinkled
middle, and served with sugar
chopped
on top. Its fine taste comes from
dough.
dried orange peels used in the
or
Varieties include adding raisins
g dark
creating a marble cake by blendin
with the
dough with chocolate along
original light dough.

Finland

by a plunge

www.womanthismonth.com
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METHOD
the icing
• Whisk the soft butter with
sugar until frothy.
blend with
• Whisk the egg whites and
the butter-sugar mixture.
sugar, the
• Add the egg yolks, the vanilla
lemon
crystalised sugar, the flour, the FEATURE
| gift guide
peel and raisins and mix well.
Celsius.
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to
oven
the
t
Pre-hea
•
flour.
and
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with
• Coat the cake tin
and bake for
• Put the dough into the tin
approximately one hour.
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GUGELHUPF
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kie Contour
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For girls on
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SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
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Audemars Piguet
Boutique Re-opening

December

Audemars Piguet, with partners Asia
Jewellers, inaugurated the newly reopened
Audemars Piguet Boutique in Moda Mall.

Kostas & Georgina

2017

Farheen, Jasmin Audemars, Apple & Randa

SOCIAL BUTTERFLY
The place to be seen!
Mohammed & Mohammed

Khalid, Nader, Ebrahim & Mohammed

Ahmed

GET INVOLVED

Metayer, Jasmin Audemars & Steve

Ahmed & Kasim

12 December 2017

Humbert, Jeanine, Ilyana & Silvia

Khalid Al Saif & Dr Dafar

Fawzi

Mar & Nekia

Abdul Majeed

www.womanthismonth.com

There are various creative ways in which your brand can
collaborate with Woman This Month.
We can cover you in our fashion pages. We can offer beauty and
food reviews. Your chef could be selected for our ‘Chef’s Special’
page. Your products and services could also be featured in our
regular homes section and much more.
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PUBLISHER'S DATA:

High-traffic locations
We have carefully researched key distribution points
around Bahrain where those with high disposable incomes
congregate either to work or spend their leisure time.
These high-traffic locations include waiting areas inside
offices in main business areas, upmarket cafés and
restaurants, hospitals, dentists, beauty salons and fitness
centres and spas.
Retail outlets
More than 160 retail outlets, including major bookshops
and supermarkets, receive Woman This Month for sale.
VIPs
A copy of Woman This Month is delivered to each embassy
and selected government ministries.
Promotional copies
Each month complimentary issues of Woman This Month
are dispatched to clients, advertising agencies and for use
by our own sales team.

80.7%

11.1%

7.1%

Nationality Profile

53%

RETAIL SALES

Individually named and requested copies
A feature of our distribution database is the number of
copies that are named before being dispatched, ensuring
only those who have requested the magazine receive a
personal copy. To qualify, we verify their personal details.

INDIVIDUALLY NAMED

The Gulf Daily News newspaper
Each subscriber to the leading English-language daily
newspaper in Bahrain, the GDN, receives a complimentary
copy of Woman This Month every month.

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS
VIPS & PROMOTIONAL

Data for Print run analysis
GDN SUBSCRIBERS

Woman This Month ranks within the top three most widely
read magazines in the Kingdom, based upon the latest
analysis from IPSOS. This survey also reveals Woman This
Month to be the most widely read magazine by women in
Bahrain. Our current print run is 7,800 copies, with a
monthly readership in excess of 40,000.

BAHRAINI
& ARAB
NATIONALS

Gender Profile

30-34

35-39

20-24

40-44
45+

15%

19%

EXPAT
RESIDENTS

1.1%

Data for Age Profile

25-29

47%

23%

21%

14%

8%

30%

70%

MEN

WOMEN

ADVERTISEMENT RATES & MECHANICAL DATA
Full Colour Rate in Bahraini Dinars
Advertisement

Print Area

Trim Size

Cost (BD)

Cover - Gate Fold

262 x 402mm

278 x 427mm

3,080

Back Cover

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

1,595

Inside Cover, Front or Back

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

963

IFC/Page 1 DPS*

262 x 416mm

278 x 432mm

1,540

Opposite Inside Front Cover

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

935

Opposite Contents

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

880

Opposite Editor’s Note

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

880

Double Page Spread, p.2-3*

262 x 416mm

278 x 432mm

1,485

Left Hand Page, pages 4-11

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

880

Other Double Page Spread*

262 x 416mm

278 x 432mm

1,430

Full Page, other pages

262 x 191mm

278 x 216mm

825

Half Page - Horizontal

125 x 191mm

-

440

Half Page - Vertical

253 x 94mm

-

440

Quarter Page

125 x 94mm

-

330

* Ensure that 6mm on either side of the spine does not contain any text as it will be lost in binding

Bleed: add 5mm on all sides.
Special position request: add 10% to the cost of the full page.
Additional colour: quoted on request.
AGENCY COMMISSIONS AND DISCOUNTS
Advertising Agency Commission: 15% on rate card price;
Series Discount, 3 – 6 consecutive inserts: 5% on rate card price, available on bookings
placed within a single calendar year;
Series Discount, 7 – 12 consecutive inserts: 10% on rate card price, available on bookings
placed within a single calendar year.
Prepayment Discount: 5% on net rate card price.
ABOUT US
Red House Marketing (RHM) was founded in 1991 and is
based in Bahrain. As well as Woman This Month, RHM
publishes Bahrain This Month (monthly magazine), the
annual Bahrain Hotel & Restaurant Guide, The Bahrain
Health, Medical & Wellbeing Guide, The Bahrain Education
& Personal Development Guide, The Bahrain Desert Times
(fortnightly Newspaper) and MWR (quarterly).

Published by:

Audited by:

To book your advertisement, contact a sales
representative on Tel: (+973) 17 813-777
Fax: (+973) 17 813-700
or e-mail: sales@redhousemarketing.com
Mailing address: P.O. Box 20461, Manama, Bahrain

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Booking: 10th of month prior to issue month
Editorial Copy: 8th of month prior to issue month
Artwork: 12th of month prior to issue month
Publication Date: 18th of month preceding issue month
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Submission of artworks: All artworks must be in digital format, either on a CD ROM,
via e-mail or by FTP. Additionally a proof copy of the artwork should be sent either in
PDF format or a hard copy, in full colour to be delivered to the Red House Marketing office
in Bahrain.
Cancellations: Any cancellations must be received in writing no later than 30 days prior to
the publication date, in order to be effective.
Credit Terms: 30 days from date of invoice.
OTHER TECHNICAL DATA
Acceptable software formats: InDesign CS, Freehand, Illustrator, Photoshop, TIFF and
EPS, with all fonts supplied or converted to outlines.
Screen: 150 lines per inch;
Images: All images must be supplied in high resolution 300 dpi, CMYK, accompanied by a
hard copy in colour.
ARTWORK CHARGES
Where Red House marketing is required to produce an artwork on behalf of an advertiser,
the following charges will apply:
Full Page
Half Page
Quarter Page

BD 150
BD 110
BD 80

